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LAND OF THE
The Nikkan Sports daily
took seven pages to tell
their readers the headline story ‘Japan Can
Go On’ after the bonuspoint win over Samoa.

DILEMMA: Joe Schmidt
has a lot to think about
ahead of choosing a side
for the Samoan game

WILL JOE
STICK OR
TWIST?
n Derek FOLEY
IReland face a selection
dilemma ahead of Samoa on
Sunday — should it be fullthrottle or softly, softly?
It’s a conundrum Joe
Schmidt, under pool pressure
following defeat to Japan, has
never had to face before.
That is, does he twist or
does he stick for the last of
the pool games?
Schmidt may pick his best
team, go hell-for-leather for 80
minutes against the physical
Samoans, fire everything onto
getting a bonus-point which
could see Ireland top the pool.
But it could count for nothing if Japan beat or draw with
Scotland in Yokohama.

Debilitating
His players would have put
in a potentially debilitating
80-minutes ahead of a quarter-final against the All Blacks.
Maybe Scotland will beat
Japan which could mean
Ireland, once they beat
Samoa, top the pool and meet
South Africa in the quarters.
This ‘second’ type of selection would mean kicking
penalties when offered, resting key figures, not showing
any ‘secret’ moves.
It is unlikely Ireland would
want a quarter-final in Japan,
never mind one against New
Zealand or South Africa,
without James Ryan,
Johnny Sexton, Tadhg
Furlong or Rory Best.
Another worry is
whether to risk Conor
Murray, as with just
one back-up scrumhalf
in Luke McGrath, injury to Murray would be
disruptive.

IRELAND OPTION A (for
bonus point against Samoa):
Kearney; Earls, Henshaw, Aki,
Stockdale; Sexton, Murray;
Healy, Best, Furlong,
Henderson, Ryan, O’Mahony,
van der Flier, Stander
IRELAND OPTION B (for win and let
pool pan out): Conway; Larmour,
Henshaw (50 mins), Farrell, Stockdale;
Sexton (50 mins), Murray (50 mins);
Healy, Best (50 mins), Furlong,
Henderson/Ryan, Beirne, Ruddock, van
der Flier, Stander (50 mins)

The Brave Blossoms are big,
big news here in the Land of
the Rising Sun after almost
guaranteeing quarter-final
qualification.
They have the wind in their
sails; even the popular bloodorange paper lanterns seem to
be swinging more jauntily.
Sure, we have sampled bits of
Blade Runner whose city-ofthe-future
scenes
were
modelled on the Kabukicho
district in Tokyo, The Seven
Samurai, of which more anon,
Roshimon and so on... they are
good movies.
There have been pop songs
such as Aneka’s Japanese Boy,
The
Vapours’
Turning
Japanese, Bryan Ferry’s Tokyo
Joe — these are good pop songs
but ‘fake’ in that they are not
actually Japanese.

CAPTURING IMAGINATION:
Japan players after beating
Samoa and (below) the
Japanese newspapers after
they defeated Ireland

Fake

So what to make of a rugby
r evolut ion
in
t he
Chrysanthemum
Kingdom
that is anything but fake?
Those Brave Blossoms have
flowered at exactly the right
time, winning all three of their
pool games and deservedly so.
Because right now, there is
only one word on everyone’s
lips from Nagoya to Tokyo,
from Okinawa to Hiroshima.
And we are seeing some of
the hysteria we previously
thought might only happen for
a visit of Take That or some
such to these shores.
Here, in the land where they
envisaged and shot some of
Blade Runner, even the ‘replicants’ down in Kabukicho
district — check out the photo
on
my
twitter
@
OnlyOneFinFoley — they only
want to talk rugby.
The drama has been highoctane too, broadcast live on
national TV, a South
African
referee
giving Japan a late
free for a crooked
feed at scrumtime under the
Samoa
posts

‘volume 11’ dial.
So while the other gaijin (foreigners) in the team are called
Thompson or Moore or whatever, the captain is called
LEITCH!!!
which constituted a turnover.
Jaco Peyper then awarded
Japan a penalty with Kotaro
Matsushima crashing over to
gain a bonus point.
There is a dialect of English
out here called ‘Friends’ which
has its basis in the US sitcom
in which every sentence has a
fake question-mark tacked onto
the end, as in “I have driven to
work in my... car?; Manchester

United are a soccer...team?” etc
etc.
On the pitch stars such as outhalf Yu Tamura, hooker Shota
Horie and flanker Michael
Leitch
are
demonstrating
incredible rugby brains to compliment their bravery.
Leitch is the captain and while
he has a foreign name, the
Japanese have adapted it; think
of Spinal Tap and the infamous

Touches

Every time he touches the ball
or makes a tackle, whether it is
the TV commentary or the manin-the-street, he is LEITCH!!!
But the real power behind the
throne seems to be coach Jamie
Joseph, described by the New
Zealand media earlier in
the competition as one of the
“fifth-rate Kiwis earning their
living coaching at this Rugby

World Cup”.
Here is what you need to
know— he has changed the way
the game will be viewed forever
by taking Japanese characteristics which are supposed to stop
them from being at the top in
rugby and using them to his
advantage.
When Japan met Ireland, the
Boys in Green had, on average,
a height advantage of 3cm and a
weight advantage of 4kg,
according to Opta.
Their approach to this has
been to see how they could
adapt, what they could do better
than the bigger, taller, heavier

aki will treat samoa same

FAMILY HONOUR:
Bundee Aki will be
so proud if chosen
to play for Ireland
against fatherland

Bundee Aki insists he
will treat facing his fatherland Samoa exactly the
same way he took on New
Zealand in November.
The Ireland juggernaut centre admitted it would be a
source of huge family pride
should he get the nod to take
on Samoa on Saturday.

n Richard BUTLER

Aki was born in Auckland to
Samoan parents and starred
with the Chiefs before joining
Connacht in 2014, committing
to Ireland in both rugby and
community.
The 29-year-old produced a

barnstorming
performance
when Ireland dispatched New
Zealand 16-9 in Dublin in
November, producing the perfect riposte to All Blacks coach
Ian Foster who had questioned
his residency qualification.
Aki acts as an emotional
touchstone for this Ireland
squad, his physicality crucial

to Joe Schmidt’s side — and he
has declared himself ready to
repeat that stunning All Blacks
showing if he rolls out against
Samoa.
“That would be a proud
moment, if I do get to that
stage,” said Aki.
“But I would treat it exactly
the same as the way I focused
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RISING SCRUM
GAME FACE:
The Japanese
fans have
fully embraced
the Rugby
World Cup

KIWIS
pump
it up

Zealand 71
nNew
Namibia 9

New Zealand’s
power and class shone
through as they wore
down brave Namibia in
Tokyo.
Namibia battled and
matched the All Blacks
early on and New
Zealand led only 10-9
after half an hour
before stepping up
their game to break
clear and run in 11
tries as they won the
last 50 minutes 61-0.
Sevu Reece (pictured), Anton
Lienert-Brown and Ben
Smith all crossed for a
pair of tries, with
Angus Ta’ava,
Joe Moody,
Sam
Whitelock,
Jordie
Barrett
and TJ
Perenara
also touching
down.

Lead
LENDING THEIR
SUPPORT: A
young supporter
at the game
between New
Zealand and
Namibia at Tokyo
Stadium

COLOURFUL: Fans show
their support during the
Group C clash between
France and Tonga at
Kumamoto Stadium

squads.
It was an incredible challenge
and taken on with a creativity
from a sporting stance that borders on genius.
To wait with a patience for a
World Cup to unveil a brand-new
tactic, albeit evolved from something that has been around for a
long time, was a breathtaking
idea.
What am I talking of?
I’m talking of the ball-carrier
going into contact mindful of the
idea that modern tacklers sometimes ‘let go’ of their opponent in
order to jump back up into the
defensive line.

When this happens, the Japan
player, mindful he has been
released, springs up and runs
again...and,
it
is
turning
defences.
It also has the added bonus of
stopping nearby defenders from
watching the player they are supposed to be marking because they
must watch the ball where, suddenly, a new offside line is
forming.

all energy and go-go-go in order
to discomfort and tire out
gym-bunnies.
They work on tackling furiously. They double-tackle. They
concentrate through 80 minutes.
You rarely see hands on hips and
they are conditioned to play past
the 80-plus minutes.
They have also managed a balance between Japanese-born
players and imports — it is running at about 50-50 on the
Decade
teamsheet. Against Ireland they
This is new. This brilliant.
had seven samurai, one South
This comes with a decade of Korean and seven other foreignJapanese accepting they must born players.
work on moving the ball around
Moreover, they seem to have
the pitch like schoolboys would,

found a unity in teamwork lacking in modern sports.
“Japan are very, very good at
rugby. They are exciting to
watch,” says All Blacks coach
Steve Hansen, who laments he
may be seeing the loss of a massive fan base.
“I am really enjoying Japan
playing well. The tournament has
been enhanced by them because it
is not only just about who gets to
be the world champions — it is
about promoting the values and
the culture of the game.
“I haven’t thought about
them playing the All Blacks
because it would be remiss

of me to look that far forward but
it would be a heck of a game.
“Not only that, all of those
(Japanese) who would normally
be wearing an All Black jersey
will be wearing a different one, a
red-and-white one.

Opposite

“Hopefully they will be in the
opposite side of the draw!”
Hopefully they will not
be going back into
their box, this World
Cup has come
alive because
of
them.
Arigato.

way as any other country
on playing against New
Zealand as well.
“I’ve just got to try and focus
on what I can do best for the
team first, and we’ll see how
we go this week and hopefully
I can help the team put in a
good performance.”
Aki continues to brush off
his critics in mature and

composed style, insisting bloodline supporting families
everyone is entitled to an and communities by trotting
opinion but doubtless not the globe.
Asked if facing the Test
agreeing with his detractors.
teams with whom he shares
Share
heritage brings out the best in
Samoa would have no criti- him, Aki said: “I think I’ve
cism for Aki, with the Pacific alluded to it plenty already
Island nations understanding about the residency rule, and
of those who share their look everybody has their own

opinion like I said; they
have a right to do that.
“But for me I’m just
going to try to do the best I
can for this jersey, try to
play well
“If I get the chance to play
on the field I’ll try my best to
do everyone proud as I always
do.”

PUSHING ON: Timothy
Lafaele of Japan is tackled
by Samoa’s Alapati Leiua
but he goes on to score a
try for the Brave Blossoms

Damian Stevens
kicked Namibia into an
early lead with a penalty before New Zealand
scored their first try
after five minutes,
when Lienert-Brown
stretched clear of the
defence to touch
down.
The tries came thick
and fast after that, but
the pick of the lot was
Perenara’s effort, the
last of the evening.
As New Zealand
surged forward after a
line-out Perenara
picked up a behind the
back pass from Brad
Weber and surged
through three tackles
to brilliantly touch
down in the corner.

FRANCE
EKE OUT
VICTORY

n France 23 Tonga 21

France withstood a furious Tonga fightback to
grind into the quarterfinals of the World Cup.
The victory sent Tonga
crashing out in a match
flanker Zane Kapeli collected a cross-kick for a
last-gasp try and
Latiume Fosita’s
conversion put the
them within two
points with under
a minute left.
But winger
Damian Penaud,
caught out of
position for Tonga’s
last try, soared high to
tap back the restart kick,
giving France crucial possession to hold on.
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SUPER PACE:
Jofra Archer
of England will
threaten New
Zealand

GOUGH
PRAISES
SPEEDY
ARCHER

ENGLAND have been told to
find a way of taking wickets
on flat pitches with Jofra
Archer as their new strike
weapon.
The expectation on the fast
bowler’s shoulders has been
sky-high from the moment he
first pulled on an England
shirt and his performances
over the summer did nothing
to dampen the vibe.
So on his first overseas
assignment and with just four
Tests under his belt, Archer
is the X factor that England
are looking towards to rip
through New Zealand.
And after watching him
rough up the New Zealand A
batsmen as they made 302-6
declared thanks to 116 from
Glenn Phillips, bowling consultant Darren Gough is in no
doubt about the value of
England’s latest pace ace.
“You need a strike bowler
and the third spell was the
best he’s bowled since he’s
been here,” said Gough.

Flat
“The pitch is flat, not doing
anything sideways or through
the air and as a captain or a
coach you’re looking for a
bowler to do something and
Jofra has done that.
“It’s not easy but you find a
way to attack, even on flat
pitches, and this is the best
preparation you can get
because there’s a good
chance the first Test next
week could be similar to this.
“Archer is just a natural talent. If you need control, you go
to Stuart Broad. If you need a
wicket, you go to Archer.”
He took 2-58 from 17 overs
but his impact helped provide
wickets for others.
After his ton Phillips said:
“That was the quickest I’ve
ever faced, jeez! He hit my
forearm, nearly took my head
off a couple of times and got
me in the chest a couple of
times. If you’re watching the
ball you’ll be alright.”
England’s only real concern
came when Joe Root jarred
his hip trying to stop a
boundary. He hobbled off
with pins and needles but
soon returned.

MAKE MIME A PINT:
Derek Foley blends in
with his new friends
while he awaits the
darts action this week

Oche
ROAD
Derek Foley went along to
the Boylesports Grand Slam
of Darts this week. He chatted with some of the
star players and
mixed in with the
fans, finding that it
was difficult to distinguish which was
which in this downto-earth sport.

Darts a major attraction for
fans and players

the comic book characters in the
dart-o-verse...
Because it is Wolverhampton midweek and the Grand Slam of Darts is
rockin’ all their worlds.

Remote
GOING to the darts is like starring in your own cartoon.

You can mix with, among others,
Fred and Wilma Flintstone, TinkyWinky, the Ant Hill Mob and a woman
with a hat made of scrabble tiles that
spell out ‘180’ every which way.
There is always time to settle and
have some pints with, and marvel at,

It has been said this entire panorama
is the new football theatre; you can
turn up watch the sport, have fun, a
few drinks, a pie and a pasty...
And go home and not have to listen
to darts bores all week in the works
canteen (they are all boring each other
to death about football blahdy endless
blah...)
If soccer stars have become

overbearing, self-entitled
and remote, the same can
hardly be said of the darts
players.
They look like you and
me and the bloke down the pub...he
could be a professional darts player
tomorrow, so could you it seems.
Rob Cross, who hails from the same
picturesque village of Pembury as
Shane MacGowan is, for instance, a
man with a most remarkable call to
arms.
The then 27-year-old left his job as
an electrician in 2018 and less than a
year later as a 28-year-old had beaten
(the ‘unbeatable’) Michael van Gerwen
in the World Championship final.
His earnings over the last 13 months
are calculated as close to €1m...
“Obviously it was a hard decision,
that was the weirdest thing that had

happened in my life up to that date,”
he says of hanging up his power drill
to go pro.
“It was one of them things and it
come down to someone else (his agent/
manager Jon Archer) having more
belief than what I had and he seen it
there and he sort of forced me...
“Well I suppose he never ‘forced’ me
but he said ‘I will take you here and
we are going to do that’ and obviously
you wake up one morning and you are
playing professionally — that’s a massive life-change.”
The electrician adopted the nickname ‘Voltage’ for the oche and
producing the shock of the sporting
year with his win— across any sport.
Should we all be the telling the boss
to F*** right off!
“Maybe not tell him that exactly,”
giggles Cross, “but at the same time I
really believe if you want something
that bad, anyone can shake things up
no matter what it is, a job promotion
when you work as a normal person, or
anything.
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SIGN OF THE TIMES: Derek Foley mixes
it with the superheroes at the Boylesports
Grand Slam of Darts in Wolverhampton

LARGER THAN LIFE
CHARACTERS: Peter
Wright and Rob Cross
(right) two of the big
stars of the darts world

“When you have an ability you just
have to have that ‘go’ and see where it is
going to lead.
“Like I said it changed my life and I
think there is more people out there in
the game of darts that are going to
change theirs from what I see.
“But in my own world I get to offer my
family a different life and something I
could only dream about.”

Normal

There are characters everywhere, not
least on stage, Peter ‘Snakebite’ Wright
has been making a TV documentary
and, close to me, is explaining why he
can’t play without having his Mohawk
hairstyle, designer tattoos and garishly-coloured clothes on.
“It takes me an hour-and-a-half to get
into character, that’s the darts player
not the normal me,” he is saying.
“I have this blue on tonight but I like
to keep with the occasions, it will mostly like be red for the World
Championships because it is held at
Christmas.”

I am reminded of the Hanna-Barbera big back in the day, with Eric Bristow,
cartoon Hong Kong Phooey, whose Jocky Wilson, Bobby ‘Dazzler’ George
alter-ego was Penry the mild-man— John Lowe was always my favourite
nered janitor, when I meet Lisa
though.
Ashton. By day she may seem
“I’d always played with my brothlike a mild-mannered houseers and played in the leagues and I
wife..but, by night, the four
met my husband and we then
times women’s world champlayed tournament darts and he
pion who marches to the oche
made me take it further.”
to the strains of Gabriella
That meant chucking in her job
Cilmi’s pounding eurobeat song
working shifts at a plastic moulding
On A Mission is a fearfactory.
some competitor.
“I have a quite normal lifestyle
Cilmi’s 2010 hit is just
really, my daughter works so
the
b a c k d r o p:
I bring her daughter, my
“Whatever it takes I am
granddaughter, to school,
hoping to see this
look after my husband
through, I’m a woman
when he comes in from
on mission...”
work and practice a bit in
Ashton said: “I got
between.
into darts through my
“So maybe I watched
family, my dad ran a
Emmerdale, Brookside,
pub called the Prince
Coronation Street and
Rupert in Bolton.
Beverly Hills 90210 like
MIXING IT WITH
“I remember we
everyone else, now it is a
THE MEN: Bolton’s
used to show the darts
question of waiting
Lisa Ashton
on the TV when it was
until I get some time
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SPORT
ON TV

ATMOSPHERE: Derek
Foley with fans at the
Boylesports Grand
Slam of Darts in
Wolverhampton

and catch-up on the omnibus!”
There are those looking in from outside noting how Cross has progressed,
how easily Ashton is able to compete
with the men, how the game is progressing globally.
And this, along with the sheer spontaneity and occasion of attending events
is steering darts a steady course up the
sporting ladder.

Friends

Japanese-born Mikuru Suzuki brings
a number of these threads together,
including playfully using the hypercatchy Baby Shark as her walk-on song.
“We have become firm friends on
tour,” says PDC World Champion
Ashton of her BDO World Champion
counterpart who, by the way, gave
Gerwyn ‘Iceman’ Price one hell of a
shock early in the week.
“She was used to the scene in Japan
but she took the risk in coming over
here and she is really enjoying it now
and I really think she will start putting
results together.”

TODAY
GAA: Clontibret v Naomh Conaill
(TG4, 6.45pm)
FOOTBALL: Cyprus v Scotland,
Azerbaijan v Wales and Northern
Ireland v Netherlands (Sky
Sports Football, 1.30pm/Virgin
Media Sport, 1.50pm); Russia v
Belgium and Croatia v Slovakia
(Sky Sports Premier League,
4.55pm)
RUGBY UNION: Bath v Ulster
(Virgin Media One/Channel 4/BT
Sport 2, 12.30pm); Glasgow v
Sale, Leinster v Benetton and
Ospreys v Munster (BT Sport 3,
12.45pm)
GOLF: Netbank Golf Challenge
(Sky Sports Golf, 7.30am);
Mayakoba Golf Classic (Sky
Sports Golf, 7pm)
SNOOKER: Northern Ireland
Open semi-finals (Eurosport 1,
12.45pm/6.45pm)
BADMINTON: Irish Open (TG4,
1pm)
TENNIS: ATP World Tour finals
(BBC 2, 2pm)
HORSE RACING: Cheltenham
(Virgin Media Two, 1.30pm)
DARTS: Grand Slam (Sky Sports
Action, 8pm)
TOMORROW
GAA: St Mullins v Rathdowney
Errill (TG4, 1pm)
FOOTBALL: Luxembourg v
Portugal, Bulgaria v Czech
Republic and Albania v France
(Virgin Media Sport, 1.50pm/Sky
Sports Football, 1.55pm); Kosovo
v England (Virgin Media One,
4.30pm); Tranmere v Wycombe
(Sky Sports Football, 11.30am)
RUGBY UNION: Connacht v
Montpellier (BT Sport 3,
12.45pm); Northampton v Lyon
and Racing 92 v Saracens (BT
Sport 2, 12.30pm)
F1: Brazilian Grand Prix (Sky
Sports F1, 3.30pm)
GOLF: Netbank Golf Challenge
(Sky Sports Golf, 7am);
Mayakoba Golf Classic (Sky
Sports Golf, 7pm)
SNOOKER: Northern Ireland
Open final (Eurosport 1,
12.45pm/6.45pm)
DARTS: Grand Slam (Sky Sports
Action, 1pm/Arena, 7pm)
TENNIS: ATP World Tour finals
(BBC 2, 6pm)
NFL: Texans @ Ravens, Patriots
@ Eagles and Bears @ Rams
(Sky Sports Action, 5pm)
MONDAY
FOOTBALL: Ireland v Denmark
(RTE 2/Sky Sports Main Event/
Mix, 7pm); Gibraltar v Switzerland
(Sky Sports Premier League,
7.40pm)
NFL: Chiefs @ Chargers (Sky
Sports Main Event/Action, 1am)
TUESDAY
FOOTBALL: Wales v Hungary
(Sky Sports Main Event, 7pm);
Germany v Northern Ireland (Sky
Sports Premier League, 7.40pm);
Scotland v Kazakhstan (Sky
Sports Football, 7.40pm);
Belgium v Cyprus (Sky Sports
Mix, 7.40pm)
GOLF: DP World Tour
Championship - Hero Challenge
(Sky Sports Main Event/Golf,
3.30pm)
WEDNESDAY
GOLF: DP World Tour
Championship - On the Range
(Sky Sports Main Event/Golf,
11am)
THURSDAY
GOLF: DP World Tour
Championship (Sky Sports Main
Event/Golf, 7am); The RSM
Classic (Sky Sports Main Event/
Golf, 5pm); CME Championship
(Sky Sports Main Event/Golf/Mix,
6pm)
NFL: Colts @ Texans (Sky
Sports Action, 0.30am Friday)
FRIDAY
FOOTBALL: Fulham v QPR
(Sky Sports Main Event/Football,
7pm)
GOLF: DP World Tour
Championship (Sky Sports Main
Event/Golf, 7am); The RSM
Classic (Sky Sports Main Event/
Golf, 5pm); CME Championship
(Sky Sports Main Event/Golf/Mix,
6pm)
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Matt Fitz’ the
Masters bill
DENIS
KIRWAN
ON THE GREEN

class and gives Fleetwood
the perfect opportunity to
bridge that near 20-month
gap since his last
tournament win.
tournaments, so it’s hard
Rory McIlroy also makes
to see him getting into
a rare appearance at a
contention.
regular
non-Rolex series
As there is no counter
European Tour event —
attraction this week on
the PGA Tour, the Omega he is an Omega
ambassador – and he
European Masters
ON THE will
GREEN
comes into this tournahave a reasonably-strong
ment in excellent form
field that includes Rory
with two victories, a secMcIlroy, Tommy
ond place finish and 10
Fleetwood and Danny
other top 10’s in the 18
Willett.
events he has played so
Former champion
far in 2019.
Willett bounced back to
If he’s in the mood, it’s
form towards the end of
well within his gift to
last year with a win at
land
this moderate field
the DP World Tour
ON THE GREENevent, particularly with
Championship in Dubai
but has failed to build on the prodigious distances
he can hit the ball in the
that success in 2019.
Willett has just a pair of thinner air.
top 10’s this year — a
Caution
T-8th at the Canadian
On a note of caution for
Open and a T-6th at the
his backers, Rory will
Open Championship, so
the 2016 Masters champi- have played for six of the
on will need to step up on previous seven weeks.
Thomas Bjorn won the
recent efforts if he’s to
European Masters twice,
recapture the European
in 2011 and 2013, and
Masters title.
since his last victory at
Fleetwood
has
also
not
Form
won as often as his talent this event, the former
He has been in terrific
Ryder Cup captain has
would suggest. His last
form of late, with a sectrophy lift was at the Abu just one win — the 2013
ond place finish at the
Nedbank Challenge.
Dhabi Championship on
BMW International folBjorn’s best days would
his first start of 2018,
lowed by a top 20 at the
however, he has been sol- appear to be behind him
Open Championship at
but
he did manage a
idly consistent, with a
Royal Portrush and a
recent second-place finish recent top 10 at the
T-4th at the WGC-FedEx to Shane Lowry at the
Andalucia Masters — his
St Jude Invitational, so
first top 10 finish in four
Open Championship folFitzpatrick can be backed lowed by a T-4th behind
years — and it’s possible
with confidence to record Brooks Koepka at the
he could produce another
a very rare three-peat at
top 10 finish and is worth
WGC-FedEx St Jude
the same event.
backing in that market at
Invitational.
In 2016, Alexander
a big price.
This event represents a
Noren landed the title
An interesting entrant is
significant step down in
when he defeated the
Rory Sabbatini, who plays
unfortunate Scott Hend
under the Slovakian flag
once again in a play-off.
these days in order to
Hend began his year
qualify for the Olympic
with a victory at the
Games.
Maybank Championship
Sabbatini has shown
in Malaysia but since then
some very useful recent
OMEGA
has gone completely off
form on the PGA Tour,
EUROPEAN
the boil. He has not
with five top-10s in his
MASTERS
recorded a single top 30 in
last 12 starts and he’s defMatthew
Fitzpatrick
his subsequent 10 starts
initely one to keep on
Rory
McIlroy
and has missed the cut in
your side in the each-way
Tommy
Fleetwood
five of his last seven
markets.
Rory Sabbatini (ew)
The Omega European
Masters returns to the
picturesque Crans-surSierre course in the Swiss
Alps.
The course is located
1,500 metres above sea
level with the golf ball
typically travelling
around 10-per-cent further than normal on
account of the altitude.
The par 70 measures just
under 6,900 yards and
course knowledge is a
decided advantage.
Matthew Fitzpatrick has
dominated the European
Masters, having won the
past two renewals.
He successful defended
his title last year in a
play-off with Lucas
Bjerregard.
Fitzpatrick had originally won this title in
2017 – also in a play off,
this time over Scott Hend.
The Englishman was
also runner-up to Danny
Willett at the European
Masters in 2015, finishing
a single shot behind the
winner.

DENIS
KIRWAN

DENIS KIRWAN

KIRWAN’S

TOP TIPS

Derek
FOLEY
derek.foley@thestar.ie
@OnlyOneFinFoley

DOMINANCE: Matthew
Fitzpatrick is going for his
third Masters title in a row

Derek
FOLEY
COMMENT

MEETING 		
Lester Piggott rode his
first winner on The Chase at
12 years of age, bagged a
first Epsom Derby winner
Never Say Die in 1954 as 18,
was jailed in 1987, and had
his last winner on Zadok in
Canberra in 1995.

If the third of those four bald
facts in the life and times of one of
the greatest sportsmen of all time
jars, that’s good — it should.
It doesn’t take viewing from
three decades on to see sentencing
Lester Piggott to three years in jail
for tax fraud was a singularly
shabby gesture.
ONSingularly?
THE GREEN Where were the others,
because
the
British
establishment did not carry
through on a policy of jailing other
‘famous’ tax evaders and, boy, do
we know there were lot and lots
and lots.
With Piggott, known as the Long
Fellow for his riding style, they
merely succeeded in humiliating
and incarcerating a partially deaf
man with a notable speech impediment for a complete year and a day
in a Category B prison.
It is not surprising this is a proud
man who doesn’t want to talk of
his time, scapegoated by the establishment and stripped of an OBE
during a spell that certainly denied
him a knighthood.

FINAL
FLOURISH:
Lester Piggott
(centre) wins
The Breeders’
Cup Mile at
Belmont in
1990 on Royal
Academy and
(below) with
The Star’s
Derek Foley

DENIS
KIRWAN

Quality

Broaching it gently I note he has
ridden winners in Britain, Ireland,
France, Canada, Germany, Italy,
Singapore and Slovakia among
others — 4,493 winners is an official statistic.
Those statistics don’t cover Peru I
say gently, of the story he slipped
out of England directly after leaving prison to ride, away from
prying eyes, in the deepest darkest
South American country to get fit.
“I did, nice country,” he acknowledges. I stare at him and wait for
more, he smiles; I smile at him, he
stares at me.
“You know I went to Argentina
too. The racing there was of a better quality than Peru,” following
which I smile at him, he stares at...
oh you get the drift!
Piggot’s return to big time racing
in October 1990 was, of course,
sensational.
Beaten a short head at Leicester
on his first ride back, there was a
first winner the next day on
Nicholas at Chepstow while the
following week he won the
Breeders’ Cup Mile on Royal
Academy at New York’s Belmont
track.
That last winner came on the
invitation of Ireland’s greatestever trainer Vincent O’Brien,
fitting in that the Piggott-O’Brien
combination had been so central to
the jockey’s legend.
“Vincent was a great man,” says
the quiet jockey of the quiet trainer, “the most notable thing for me
was that his way of training each
horse was different.
“He had a way at Ballydoyle
which ensured it wasn’t just a conveyor belt, each horse was treated
differently, he saw them all as individuals with different needs.
“He was right in this, all of them
were odd because they are

dancer Vaslav Nijinsky but the key
thing was the Northern Dancer
bloodline (he was from the second
crop) being brought across the
Atlantic for the first time.
Irish breeding would never look
EXCLUSIVE back as The Minstrel, Try My Best,
Storm Bird, Shareef Dancer, El
derek.foley@thestar.ie @OnlyOneFinFoley
Gran Senor, Sadler’s Wells, Secreto
thoroughbreds, although of all of and on, via Sadler’s Wells through
them that came to Ballydoyle, the Galileo line, came through.
Nijinsky was really odd as a
Fantastic
horse.”
“Nijinsky had been a fantastic
Piggott is also part of a second
great O’Brien tale following, ballet dancer and a it was a magiimprobably, one of his then own- cal name and he was such a
ers Charles Engelhard convincing wonderful horse, a character,”
the trainer to fly to an auction in says Piggott.
But then there are many wonderCanada (Canada!) in 1968.
O’Brien wanted to pass on the ful Irish horses associated with
colt Engelhard had brought him to the English-born jockey
“Shergar could have done anysee and, instead, convinced him to
take a big (16.3 hands), handsome, thing, I rode him in the Irish
powerful bay colt with a white Derby and he was way, way too
good for everything that day.
star and three white feet.
“There were other great horses,
Engelhard’s wife Jane subsequently named the colt after ballet Meadow Court and it was from

Derek
FOLEY

Derek
FOLEY
EXCLUSIVE
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THE LONG
FELLOW

WONDERFUL
COMEBACK: Lester
Piggott gives the
press pack his
customary few
words after his
Breeders’ Cup win
in 1990 on Royal
Academy

Piggott still loves racing 65 years after
first Epsom Derby win

being on
him in the Irish Derby at The
Curragh I met Bing Crosbie.”
And therein opens a spectacular tale, some would say
the Irish horse-racing tale of
the century; it depends on how
much of a Timeform anorak
you are or whether there
should be an appreciation of
how much Ireland took centre-stage world-wide that day.
If the Northern Dancer
breeding line is the bottom
line to Irish racing, it is the
1962 Irish Derby that changed
the Irish racing world.
That year, sponsorship of the
Irish Derby by the Irish
Hospitals Swee-pstakes saw

the prize
money
jump from
£7,000 in
1961
to

remember he sang ‘When Irish
Eyes Smiling’.
“But I was disappointed he
didn’t sing White Christmas
(from the 1942 movie of the
£50,000.
same name and still the
“It was a great thing for world’s best selling single
Ireland because it was the having sold in excess of 50
biggest race in Europe,” notes million copies), it was so assoPiggott who would be on the ciated with him!”
winner three years later, in
Devastating
1965, when the world’s media
Three years later in the UK,
were watching.
Bing Crosbie had not just in 1968, Piggott was on Sir
brought the world’s TV and Ivor and winning the Epsom
spotlight with him, he was a Derby, the colt producing one
winning owner and the cam- of the most devastating burst
of speed ever seen at the track
eras loved every minute of it.
Continues Piggott: “Meadow through the last furlong to hit
Court turned out to be my the winning post.
But, and here’s the thing,
first Irish derby winner.
“We had a great sing-song Piggott only had Vincent
afterwards,
I
always O’Brien’s UK retainer and was

Lester
Piggott was attending
the preview of TG4’s brilliant
new documentary The Irish Derby
Nios Mo Na Rasa which captures the
history of the race from its humble beginning in 1886 to the present day.
The hour-long programme is packed with
revealing interviews from the likes of Aidan
O’Brien, Charles O’Brien, Dermot Weld, Jim
Bolger, John Gosden, John Oxx, Michael
Stoute, Frankie Dettori, Piggot, Mick Kinane
and others.
There are also significant sound bites from
Vincent O’Brien, Bing Crosbie and Ib
Jorgensen.
Directed by Evan Chamberlain and voicedover by Fionnula Flanagan, the Bankos Tales
Production is premiering on TG4 on
Septemner 4 at 9.30pm.
not on the horse for the Irish
Derby.
“The best horse I’ve even
been on was Sir Ivor,” says
Piggott of his 1968 Epsom
Derby winner but a colt who,
ridden by Irish jockey Liam
Ward, was beaten in the Irish
Derby by 16/1 outsider Ribero.
Ribero had turned into the
Curragh’s considerably long
straight in second place and
surged into the lead to hold off
the 1/3 favourite, by two
lengths. No prizes for guessing
who rode Ribero.
“Yes I beat Sir Ivor with
Ribero but he didn’t stay, he
didn’t get the trip that day, it
was too far for him and you
couldn’t believe it.
“Nobody is quite sure why
but I was surprised that I
stayed out in front.”
Lester is 83 years young
these days, still a racing nut,
and looks longingly at the

opportunities worldwide out
there now and the fact his big
winners were restricted to so
few countries relatively.
“Life moves on, modern racing
has some great things going for
it and one of them is the advent
of being able to ride at tracks all

‘I was
upset that
Bing
didn’t sing
White
Christmas’

around the world,” he says of the
ability, pioneered by the Arab
owners, of moving thoroughbreds around the globe.
“In a 12-month period now
you can do all the big races,
Priz de l’Arc, The Melbourne
Cup, Dubai, Kentucky Derby,
Japan Cup and your stable can
be competitive because of the
way thoroughbreds can fly
about the place.

Plane

“The sheikhs may have
brought that in the way we
know it but it was of course
Vincent O’Brien who first saw
this you know.”
It is true too; in the fifties
and sixties MV O’Brien bought
a second-hand World War Two
plane, refitted it to take two
horses and using Ballydoyle as
his landing strip would fly his
horses to the UK, something
unheard of at the time.

